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Advanced Sensor Development Program for

the Pulp, and Paper Industry

S. R. Charagundla, J. Whetstone, J. D. Allen,

A. Macek H. G. Semerjlan

_._ Executive Summary

This ireport describes experimental and theoretical studies toward

dl;vel0pment of a remote sensing technique for non-lntruslve temperature

measul:ement based on optical, spectroscopic analysis of recovery boiler.
The oW'erall objectives were (a) construction of a fiber-optic system for

measurement of spectroscopic emission intensities at several wavelengths

and (bl_)development of a computer program relating these intensities to

temperl_tures of the emitting species.

The em.ttlng species for temperature measurements in flames can be

elther_naturally occurring free radicals (OH, CH, C2) or atoms which, in

turn, ian be either naturally occurring or seeded into flames. Sodium
atoms,_the obvious emitters in recovery boilers, are not promising as

thermo_etrlc species because of their high concentration. At high
concen_ratlons, strong self-absorption results cause optical depths to
be much smaller than the sampling depths desired for recovery boilers.

An experimental program was, therefore, undertaken with the objective of
identif [cation and spectroscopic detection and measurement of other

natura [y occurring thermometric species. The program consisted of

several laboratory studies and four field trips to di"?erent recovery
boilers.

During ;he first field trip, preliminary wavelength scans were made
through a boiler window to record spectral intensities from 300 to 600

nanomet_rs (nm). These test results showed that temporal intensity
-D

.... variations were short relative to spectrometer recording times, making
spect'ra line differentiation from background noise impossible except

for the sodium llne. A second field trip _;a,stherefore made for the

purpose of similar tests but using an optical multichannel analyzer

(OMA) tc record spectral information. This allowed essentially

instantaneous recording of a number of spectral segments, each 30 run
/ wide, o_er the same wavelength range (300 to 600 nm). The results of

this work were" (a) no molecular spectral features (OH, CH, C2) were
observed; (b) the potassium atom doublet at 404.4/404.7 nm appeared with

measurable intensities; and (c) there was significant background noise
at all _velengths.

As a result of the second field trip, it was decided that the best
possibility for an optical on-line sensor would be a four-color fiber

optic i_strument capable of recording, simultaneously, the 404.4/404.7

1_m and 766.5/769.9 nm potassium doublets, as well as the background

continu_ adjacent to these two doublets, for purposes of subtraction for

quantitative intensity measurements. (For brevity, these two potassium

doubletS; will henceforth be referred to as the "blue" and the "red" ].ine

respectl.vely.) Consequently, a laboratory study was undertaken, wherein

l vii
l
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such a system was designed, constructed, and demonstrated to be suitable
for temperature measurements from the intensity ratios of the blue and

red ].ines. The demonstration was made on gaseous products from a

laboratory burner seeded with potassium;

A third field trip was then made to a boiler site with two objectives'
(a) to record the red line with the OMA; and (b) to make simultaneous

intensity measurements of the red and blue lines with the 4-color

system. The first objective was accomplished, but the second one was

not, because the blue line was too weak for any quantitative

measurements. This means that either the boiler temperature or the
concentration of potassium in the black liquor (or both) was too low. A

fourth boiler firing potassium-rich liquor at temperatures exceeding

1900 °F was, therefore, targeted for the next series of tests.

Analysis of spectra obtained both in the laboratory and in the field up
to that point indicated a potential for three concerns: (a) the

recovery boiler combustion gas streams may not meet the requirement of

negligible self-absorption occurring between the emitting atoms and the

boiler wall, which is needed for quantitative temperature measurement by
• the intensity-ratio technique; (b) the optical depths at the two

wavelengths may be different' and (c) there may be self-absorption due
to temperature gradients in the recovery furnace gas enviror_nent. As a

consequence, theoretical investigations were undertaken, and plans were

made for a major increase in the experimental capability of optical

probing inside tl_ boiler in the last field test. For this purpose, a

cooled traversing probe, 12 ft long, was designed and constructed for

horizontal insertion into the boiler. Two optic fibers were housed

inside the probe, one viewing straight ahead and the other back toward
the wall. Several heat sensors were attached to the outside wall of the

p :obe.

A fourth field trip was undertaken with all the experimental equipment

assembled in this project, i.e., both the traversing probe connected to
the spectrometer/OMA detector with accessories and the 4-color

fiber-optic system. Despite the fact that testing was interrupted
_ before completion by an unscheduled shut-down of the mill, a wealth of

OMA spectra of the red potassium line was obtained across boiler gas

layers of varying thickness, both near the wall and up to 8 ft into the

boiler. Heat sensors on the probe also revealed the existence of

temperature gradients. However attempts to measure the blue potassium

line were again unsuccessful. In this series of tests the cause of the

" failure is known' it was ascertained by independent thermocouple

measurements that boiler temperatures were only about 1700 °F, i.e.,

much lower than anticipated.

To complement the experimental studies, a computer program was written

for interpretation of the OMA spectra, allowing for calculation of line
_- intensities and shapes observed at any point in the boiler, either at

the wall or in the interior, under various conditions. For example, the

emitting gas layers can be isothermal or contain temperature gradients,

- concentrations of potassium can be constant or vary with the temperature

in specified ways, etc. Application of the model to OMA results

obtained both in the laboratory and in the boilers shows that: the

viii
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following spectroscopic conditions obtain in boiler environments"

(a) Optical absorption depths at line centers of both potassium
lines are smaller than the boiler widths.

(b) Absorption is much stronger for the red line, i.e., its optical

depth is only a very small fraction of the boiler dimension.

This means that the line becomes optically thin (i.e.,

negligibly re-absorbed) only far from its center.

(c) There are temperature gradients not only near the wall, but also

in the interior of the boiler_ as shown by self-absorption of

line centers at all insertion depths of the traversing probe.

lt is concluded that boiler temperatures cannot be determined by

measurement of total intensities of the two potassium lines as

envisioned in the concept of the 4-color instrument. On the other hand,

since the computer model is versatile enough to address various

realistic boiler scenarios, such measurement by means of simultaneous

dispersive recording of the two lines -- wings as well as center --

remains a possibility. The required recording instrument would consist

of a bifurcated fiber, with a dispersive element and a linear array

covering spectral segments around404 and 767 run respectively, at each

branch cna. On-line control by real-time integration of experimental

data with line-shape software is also a possibility.

z
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Advanced Senscr Development Program for

the Pulp and Paper Industry

i, Introduction

The black liquor recovery boiler is essential to the kraft process for

the manufacture of puJp, i_e., conversion of wood to cellulose fibers by

delignification of the wood. In the kraft process wood chips are

immersed .in caustic chemicals at a sequence of' elevated temperatures and

p_._ssures to remove the ],ignin binding '::he cellulose fibers of the wood

together. After separation from the pulp mass the spent liquor is

concentrated via tvaporat_ion and becomes black liquor. It is composed

of the inorganic salts u:s.ed for digestion of the wood, lignin compounds,

and water. In order to make the kraft pulping; process economically

realistic, these inorganic salts must be recovered, chemically reduced

to the original chemical state, and recycled ior use in successive

pulping cycles. This recovery process requires high temperatures. A

sufficient quantity of lignin compounds are available in the black

liquor to sustain combustion, thereby providing the means to sustain the

high temperaturc..s needed to drive the chemical reduction process. The

recovery boiler takes advan.tase of this with black liquor as its primary
fue i.

Black liquor is introduced irto the furnace of the boiler" by spray

nozzles that produce droplets of a large siz= and distribution. These

burn, fo_m char particles, and fall to the 'boiler floor fo_ming a smelt

bed. The inorganic compounds are largely transferred to the smelt bed

via char and _e che,_nically reduced and removed for further processing

and reuse (.n digestion, thereby closing the chemical recovery cycle.

Sufficient heat is produced tc maintain the smelt bed at a sufficiently

high temperature to drive, the chemical red_iction process and to generate

sufficient quantitie.% of steam to completely or substantially supply

high pressure stea,' for electrical power generation and. subsequently to

the various unit processes comprising an integrated _._ip and paper mill.

A typical recovery b. [er is shown schematically irt figure l, and

operates on the staged combust;ion principle; combustion air is

introduced at two levels, or thre __ depending on the manufacturer of the

boiler, while the black liquor is sprayed through nozzles into the

boiler at the secondary, or tertiary, levels forming droplets that fall

into the highest temperature zone where they undergo pyrolysis and

combust. The majority of the lignin compounds in the droplets are

w')latized in flight. Some remain in the c|_ar mixed with the inorganic
salts of the black liquor and falls to smelt bed on the f.loor of the

furnace, Therefore, the environment within the recovery boiler is

heavily laden with particulates of char as the black liquor combusts and

is quit:e aggressive chemically. Conventional, contacting thermometry

t_chniques have a very short lifetime in such conditions. As a result,

it is not possible to implemc:]t real-time control techniques. Current

operation is based on the subjective judgment of the opelator,

1
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A major obstacle to development of viable combustion control techniques

is the lack of a reaction zone temperature sensing method. The

objective of the research work reported here was to develop such a

temperature measurement technique based on spectroscopic observation of

the light coming from the combustion zone of the boiler. This technique

is based on emission spectroscopy. Such a sensor is non-intrusive with

potential for an on-line, line of sight measurement in a wide variety of

applications [i]. This technique and details of early progress have

been described in previous progress reports to DoE [2,3].

1.1 Background

The characteristics of optical emission spectra obtained from a

generalized combustion zone depends upon the type and concentration of

species present and on the temperature. Temperature distribution may

also be an important parameter in some cases. Spectral features from
three sources (I) continuum emissions, (2) molecular band emissions, and

(3) atomic line emissions have potential to provide a means of

temperature measurement in high temperature, particle-laden regions,

such as recovery boiler environments.

Continuum, or blackbody, emissions are intense in the infrared region

are much higher in the recovery boiler than in power boilers because

they are black liquor fueled. As mentioned above black liquor

combustion forms a char that exhibits wide size range. Char particle of"

several millimeter diameter are easily observed in the recovery boiler's

combustion zone. Continuum emissions from these are significant.

Additionally, char particles are a source of noise for any sensing

method based on observation of continu_m emissions because they are

expected to have a surface temperature below that of the combustion

gases themselves.

In hydrocarbon flames, molecular band emissions due to the hydrocarbon

radicals OH, CH, and C2 ar_ usually observed. Si_ze the individual line

intensities depend on flar,_estoichiometry, Vaidya et al_ [6] have used

this dependency to measur._ hydrocarbon flame temperatures. Initial
efforts in this work focused on the OH radical as a potential

thermometric species and spectroscopic surveys were made to determine

the intensity and structure of these molecular bands in recovery
boilers.

During the first field trip to an operating recovery boiler, preliminary
spectral surveys of a boiler's combustion zone were made from 300 to 600

nanometers (rnn) through a boiler window. These cest results showed that

general intensity variations were short relative to spectrometer '

recording times, thereby making spectral line differentiation from

background noise impossible except for the sodi_Im emission line. To

make effective observations of spectral line intensities from recovery

boiler observations a recording method capable of recording regions

spectral in a fraction of a second was needed, This recording method

minimized the effects of overall intensity variations and was achieved

by fitting the spectrometer with an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA).



A second field trip was made to survey spectral characteristics of

observed in the recovery boiler using the OMA-equipped spectrometer.

This allowed ess'nt_ally instantaneous recording of a spectral segment,

approximately 30 nm wide, over the same wavelength range (300 to 600

nm). The results of this work showed that:

(a) no spectral features from molecular species (OH, CH, C2) were

observed;

(b) the potassium atom doublet at 404.4/404.7 nm appeared with

measurable intensities; and

(c) there was significant background noise at all wavelengths.

lt was originally proposed to use the intensity ratio of two selected

lines in the molecular band emission spectrum of OH for temperature

measurement. However, the spectral survey' results of recovery boiler
emissions established that no OH or other molecular band emissions could

be observed. Analysis of the spectral survey data showed the presence

of atomic potassium emission doublets at 404.5 and 766.5 nanometers

(nm). Further investigation of these two spectral features were

directed at determining their utility for temperature measurement using

the line ratio technique.

I. 2 Line Intensity Ratio Technique

In the past, the line intensity ratio technique has been used to

determine the temperatures of hydrogen/oxygen flames, arc jets and

p].asmas; Boumans [7] , and Alkemade et al. [8] have discussed this

technique which is based on the assumption that the population of atoms,

ions or molecules of any species emitting at different energy levels1

= follow a Boltzmann distribution. The absolute intensity, lul of a

spectral line involved in the transition from an upper energy level, u,

to a lower one, l, can be written as,

lul = A_,lhvnlgul exp(-Eul/kB T) (I)

where the spectral line constants, A_I , _, gul and Eul are,

respectively, the transition probability, frequency, statistical weight

- and energy level, of the excited species at the energy level, u. n i is

the number density of the emitting species, i, and T is the temperature.

Spectral line constants for a number of atomic emission lines are well

= documented [9,10]. Based on this relationship, the basic equation for

temperature measurement using the line intensity ratio technique can be
_ written as,

__

II/12 = (AI gl A2/A2 g2 A1 )exp[ - (EI -E2 )/kBT ] (2)

where, I! and 12 are the measured line intensities at two different

wavelengths_ In this equation, only 11, 12 and T are unknown',

consequently, once the line intensity ratio is measured, the

temperature, T can be calculated. For this technique to be valid two

conditions must be met' (i) both lines must belong to the emission

4



spectrum of the same neutral atom population, and (2) the combustion gas

environment must be optically thin, i.e., the effect of re-absorption of

emitted photons by like atoms in the combustion zone is negligible.

1.3 Sensor Development Approach

The approach originally proposed for the development of a spectroscopic
temperature measurement technique consisted of four essential phases"

I) identification of spectra obtained from a black liquor recovery
boiler,

2) development of the line intensity ratio technique for

temperature measurement in the laboratory,

3) development of a prototype micro-computer based four color

temperature sensing system, and

4) demonstration of the prototype in a mill environment

The tasks associated with the first three phases were conducted as

originally proposed. However, as the investigation of the

characteristics of the emission spectra from the recovery proceeded it

became clear that an evaluation of the optical thickness of the recovery

boiler was needed and, the fourth phase, as originally proposed was not

undertaken. Instead it was replaced with an experimental and modelling

activity of emission and reabsorption of potassium in the recovery

boiler. These additional tasks became necessary to assess the validity

of the four color sensing technique as originally proposed for recovery
boiler application, and involved the development of mathematical models

and laboratory tests to assess optical emission characteristics of

recovery boilers.

2. Spectral Data from Initial Recovery Boiler Observations

The early work performed prior to April 1983 and summarized in an

earlier report [II], had the objective of characteri_ing the emission

spectra from laboratory flames and from one recovery boiler. In chese

early investigations, an experimental arrangement consisting of a

conventional scanning spectrometer equipped with a photo-multiplier was E

used to obtain spectra from laboratory flames. These data clearly
showed the structure of the spectra due to molecular band emissions from

the radical species, OH, CH and C2. However, the results obtained in

initial mill tests were inconclusive and demonstrated that a scanning
type spectrometer system was not adequate to characterize emission

spectra from the highly dynamic emission of recovery boilers. As a

consequence, an optical multi-channel analyzer was substituted for the

photomultiplier tube sensor of the spectrometer, lt was used in ali

subsequent investigations.



3. Research Investigations

3.1 Laboratory Investigations

Laboratory investigations were used initially to establish the

relationship between spectral line intensities and stoichiometry in a

controlled environment and later to confirm the emitting species of the

spectral profiles observed in black liquor recovery boilers. The

experimental arrangement (fig. 2) used in these investigations [I]

consists of a source (a premixed methane/air burner equipped with a mist

injector or a particle feeder), a fiber optics probe, a spectrometer,

and a linear detector array system.
%

The burner is of 3-inch nomin_l diameter and was designed to generate
o and stabilize a premixed methane/air flame; fuel and air are thoroughly

mixed in the two chambers packed with spherical beads. The flame is

stabilized on a distributor plate consisting of several equi-diameter

holes arranged in an equi-distant pattern; the distributor plate

generates several equi-distantly located turbulent flamelets to produce

a steady flame approach'1.ng the characteristics of a "flat flame". The

° injector tube coaxially located in the burner body carries either

particles from a solids feeder or mist from a nebulizer. The solids

feeder was specially designed, based on fluidization principles, to

yield a steady flow of dry uniform stream of particles while the

nebulizer was designed to operate on the "venturi" effect.

.The spectrometer used was a 0.5 meter scanning spectrometer equipped

with a 1180 line/m_n grating; the spectrometer's detector was a linear

detector array system, an optical multi-channel analyzer (OMA) system,

: using a specially fabricated telescoping flange. The linear detector

array consists of 1024 elements, a detector controller and a console

with a monitor, two disc drives and a keyboard. The fiber optics probe,

designed for the initial experimental studies, consists of a 3 mm

diameter, quartz fiber bundle with collection optics at one end and

focusing optics at the other.

_- Exploratory tests were conducted [I] to obtain the emission spectra from

methane/alr flames of known stoichiometry. Typically the emission

spectra, obtained in _he wavelength range of 300 nm to 600 nra, include

the spectra due to OH, CH and 02 . The emission spectra due to OH, CH

and C2 are shown in figures 3 to 5 respectively. The spectra], line

intensities have been found to vary with flame temperature

i (stoichiometry) as evident from the observed spectra due to O1! and C2

shown in figures 3, 4 and 5.

3 2 Tests at Union-Camp Mill Franklin, VA

The first series of mill tests [i] with the OMA/spectrOmeter system was
performed at the recovery boiler of the Union-Camp Mill, Franklin,

Virginia. These tests were conducted essentially to characterize

emission spectra in the 300 to 600 nm region, specifically molecular

__ band emissions due to OH, CH and 'C2, from the recovery boiler. The

6
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recovery boiler was of Babcock & Wilcox [i2] design and was firing black
liquor containing 3.1% inorganic potassium salts. During these tests, a

fiber optic based viewing system for the spectrometer was used, as shown
in figure 2, tc, obtain and record the emission spectra from observation

ports located at the primary, secondary and tertiary air injection

levels and at the liquor gun level. Irl these tests, because firing

conditions varied substantially in the combustion zone, the emission

intensity was found to vary extensively. As a consequence, the detector

output was found to vary from a negligibly small value to the detector
saturation point. These large changes required a compromise and spectra

were selectively obtained only when the intensity level did not saturate _i

the detector array. .,'i
I'i
i i
/

Observations taken at ali boiler levels were devoid of molecular band ..../

emissions due to the radicals OH CH, and Cz. However a pair of ..../

emission lines were observed near 404.5 nm. Two records of spectra,

obtained sequentially within a short time interval, are shown irl figure

6' these records indicated two emission lines later confirmed by
laboratory experiments to be the emission lines due to potassium at

404.4 nm and 404.7 nm. The intensity of these emission lines and of the

_background continuum emissions were found to vary considerably with

time. Also observed were the strongly emitting sodium doublet at 589

rim, mostly in self-absorption, as shown in figure 7. These were

obtained at the same port within short time intervals. Again, the

variation in the intensity of these sodium spectra is indicative of the
large general emission fluctuations in the combustion zone. In
addition, observation of an emission line due to sodium at 330.2 nm was

obtained (fig. 8); this weak sodium line was observed only once when

viewing the bed surface directly through a port at the primary air

injection level. In general, the intensity of emissions varied from

port to port and with time. However, the emission intensity and the

degree of fluctuations were found to diminish with boiler height. A

review of all these spectral records clearly indicated significant

levels of continuum emissions due to the presence of large amounts of

particulate matter and hot radiating furnace walls.

3.3 Laboratory Investigation of Atomic Emissions

In the laboratory tests, black liquor solids were injected into a

methane/air flame to obtain emission spectra from the resulting yellow

flame in the wavelength range of 300 nm to 600 nm. In addition to the

molecular band spectra due to radicals produced by the hydrocarbon
flames, a total of four emission lines (two doublets) were observed' one
doublet at about 404.5 rum, and the other at 589.0 nm and 590.6 nm. The

source for doublet at 589 nm (emission lines at 589.0 nm and 590.6 nm)

was readily identified as sodium; however, several species were
candidates for the two emission lines at about 404.5 nm. Black liquor

contains a number of substances including abundant quantities of

inorganic sodium salts and carbonaceous matter, SO2 and C3 with emission
lines at the wavelengths of 404.56 nra, 404.83 nra, and 404.98 nm

respectively. In addition potassium (with emission lines at 404.4 nm,

and 404.7 r_n) and mercury with an emission line at 404.656 nm were
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likely candidate emitters. In order to _dentlfy the emitter, different:

substances were selected so that each substance would contain only one

ca1_ida.te emitter L For example KCI and KOH were selected for potassi_u_

and sulfur and sulfur compounds for S and SO 2 emissions. Each of these

compounds were then introduced individually into the flame and emissio1_

spectra around 405 nm were obtained. Initial observations indicated

potassium to be the best candidate as the emitting species since t'he

laboratory spectral profiles at 405 nm matched those from the recovery
boiler best.

Further exploration in the laboratory with KC1 injection into

methane/air flames yielded not only emissions due to potassium at 404._

nm and 404.7 nm, but also at 766.5 r_m and 769.9 nm, Based on these

results, the line intensity ratio technique was developed using the

potassium emission doublets at 404.4 nm and 766.5 nm. Since these two

lines are widely separated, simultaneous recording of intensity levels

at these two wavelengths was not possible with a high resolution

spectrometer. Consequently, these intensity levels were recorded by

changing the spectrometer setting (figures 9 and i0) which introduced a

time delay between measurements during which the flame characteristics

cou].d conceivably change. To minimize such changes, a nebulizer was

used to introduce potassiL=n solution and stabilize flame
characteristics,

Several tests, using a methane/air flame with KCI solution mist

injection, were conducted to obtain the line intensity ratio, i1/I 2.

The gas temperature, T, was determined using eq 2 and spectral line

constants [9,10]. These computations yielded reasonable but over

estimated values of temperatures, as shown in table i. For example, the

line intensity ratio technique yielded a temperature of 2123 °C as

compared to 1952 °C obtained from theoretical computations for a near

stoichiometric methane/air flame. Likewise this technique over-estimat_ed

the flame temperatures for fuel-rich and fuel-lean flames. These

discrepancies were attributed to calibration errors and to uncertaint}i, es

in the spectroscopic constants. The results, despite the associated

uncertainties, did indicate the potential for application of this

technique to the black liquor recovery boiler.

Table I_ Pre-mixe_ methane/air flame temperatures measured by

line intensity ratio technique

Equlv_-_lence Measured Temperature Calculated Temperature

Ratio T (K) Ta (K) Ta/T

1.0 2396 2225 1.08

!.I 2366 2210 1.07

0,84 2196 2053 1.07
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3.4 Four Color Sensor System

Due to the strong background emission in the recovery boiler, background

substraction was used irl the prototype sensor system resulting in

intensity measurement capability at four wavelengths; at the two

potassium doublet locations and at two wavelengths slightly removed from
each doublet to provide background intensity substraction. A fiber

optic system has been designed and developed to satisfy these
requirements. This system, shown in figure 11, consists of a

four-branched optical fiber bundle with the common end viewing the

source (a calibration lamp, a laboratory flame, or the combustion zone

in a black liquor recovery boiler). The common end collects the light

from a source while the four branches split the light into four

near-equal parts; each end of the four branches is equipped with a

specific narrow band-pass filter, a silicon photodiode and an amplifiez.
The narrow band-pass filters were chosen so that the line intensities at

the two emission wavelengths (AI and A2) and the intensities of

background continuum emission at wavelengths (Alb and _2b) could be

obtained from the same source simultaneously. The outputs from the four

detector/amplifiers were interfaced with an analog to digital convertor
board with simultaneous sample and hold capability; the A/D convertor

board is an integral part of a personal computer system. Observation

data could be analyzed for temperatures based on conventional radiation

(ratio) pyrometry using the continuum emission radiation measured at the

wavelengths llb and 12b (see for example references 4 and 5) in

addition to temperatures based on the line intensity ratio technique.

Tests were conducted with the four color system utilizing ultra narrow

bandpass interference filters; use of these filters reduced the signal
level at 404.41 nm thereby reducing the signal to noise ratio, As a

consequence, it was determined that further improvements would be

required, The results obtained with this system are shown in table 2.

'_lese results were found to be encouraging and have indicated the

potential of the four color sensing technique.

Table 2. Temperatures measured with four-color sensor system

Equivalence Measured Temperature Calculated Temperature T/T a

Ratio T (K) Ta (K)

0.99 1933 2222 0.87

1.18 2027 2155 0.94

0.8 1828 2000 0.91
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3,5 Tests at Weyerhaeuser Mills, New Bern, NC

Mill tests performed at another recovery boiler of Combustion

Engineering [12] design, i.e., without tertiary air injection, that was

firing black liquor containing a low concentration (0.5 to 0.8 %) of

potassium. During these tests, both spectral[ data in the wavelength

range of 300 nm to 800 nm and four-color probe data were obtained; the

spectra obtained confirmed the earlier recovery boiler data, i.e., both
the 404.5 nm and the 766.5 nnl were observed. However, potassium

emission at 404.4 nm (fig. 12) obtained sequentially, clearly indicate

that the emission lines at 404.4 nm and 404.7 nm were ver:y weak. This

can be attributed to the low concentrations of potassium in the 'black

liquor fired. Typical intensity variations in recovery boiler emission

spectra are shown in figure 13. Both the line intensities and the

background continuum emission levels were observed to vary

substantially. These mill tests confirmed for the first time the

existence of potassium emission lines at 766.5 run and 769.9 nm, as

shown irl figure 14. In addition, these spectra indicated rubidium
emission line at 780 nm in the near infrared. As for emissions due to

sodium, emission lines at 589.0 nm were readily observed as shown in

figure 15; again, three records of spectra, obtained at the same port

sequentially show the extent of changes in the recovery boilers.

However, the weak sodium line at 330.2 nm observatien in the previous
boiler test was not observed.

In addition to obtaining the emission spectra with the OMA system, the

four color temperature sensing system was used to obtain the line=

intensities and background emission levels. As the temperatures were

low, the potassium emission intensities at 404.41 nm were weak and

thereby the line intensity at 404.41 nm, which is essential for

utilizing the line intensity ratio technique, could not be obtained.

• Consequently, the line intensity ratio technique could not be used for

the measurement of gas temperature. However, the analysis, based on

Planck's law and using the measured intensities of continuum emissions,

yielded reasonable temperatures, shown as a function of time in
[]

figure 16_ These temperature variations, which are indicative of the
temperature of particulate matter, obviously point out that the changes

in the reaction zone are relatively quick and significant.

4. Optical Depth Effects in the Recovery Boiler

Spectral profiles from mill tests have clearly shown two distinctive

characteristics" i) the emission line at the wavelength of 766.49 nm

appears almost always in self-absorption, (see figure 15) and 2) the

emission spectra appears to be broadened mostly from collisional

processes_ The dip at the line center is indicative of self-absorption,
= resulting essentially from the existence of temperature gradients. The
: observed trend of line widths indicates l.ine broadening, a potential

concern regarding the limitation due to optical depth at this particular

wavelength. Preliminary estimates have indicated that the optical

depths at the two wavelengths, 404.41 nm and 766.49 nm are quite
a

different_ the combustion zone may be optically thin for emissions at

404.41 nm but optically thick for the emissions at 766.49 nra. A large
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difference in the optical depth introduces significant inaccuracy in the

temperature s calculated from, the line intensity ratio technique. A
combined experimental and modelling effort was performed to study

optical depth effects and to assess the impact of them on this

temperature measurement technique.

4.1 _ Investigation of Optical Depth Using a Traversing Probe in the

Recovery Boiler

Since it is impractical to simulate the recovery boiler environment irl
the laboratory, a sequence of traversing probe tests was planned and

executed to estimate optical depths in the recovery boiler. The

objective of these tests was to acquire spectroscopic data at various

position in the boiler in two directions, i.e., toward opposite walls,

to determine the magnitude of optical depth effects in the recovery

boiler environment. The approach consisted of' inserting an optical

probe into the reaction zone to known depths and obtaining emission
profiles at 404.41 nm and 766.49 nm looking straight into the reaction

zone as well as looking directly backwards.

4.2 Selection of Recovery Boiler

The selection of a recovery boiler for these tests depende d on both
technical criteria and practical considerations. The two technical

criteria were for recovery boiler operation: I) operation temperatures

above 1038 °C (1900 °F), and 2) high potassium concentration (in the

range of 2 to 3%) in the black liquor. These criteria were essentially

a statement of conditions required to manifest worst case optical depth
differences in recovery boilers.

In addition to these technical criteria, there were three practical
considerations used in the selection of the candidate boilers:

i) availability of optical probe access ports of sufficient size,

2) availability of ample room surrounding the boiler to accommodate

a long traversing probe, and

3) boiler availability.

An industry survey of potassium concentrations in black liquors from

various US mills (table 3) revealed that a number of recovery boilers

are fired with black liquors containing about 1 to 2% potassium, lt was

_ also generally accepted that the operating temperatures in the recovery
boiler combustion zone vary from a low 1038 °C (1900 °F) to a maximum of

1260 °C (2300 °F). Based on these criteria, a mill site was selected as

the candidate for conducting the traversing probe tests.

=

=

=

=
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Table 3. Black liquor composition data (expressd_ _.:'_weight

of dry liquor solids)

Residual

active Msrrd Calc.

Mill alkali sulfur sulfur

No. Na2C03 NA 204 (as Na20) Na K S ash ash
___. .,_, -

J

1 8 3 1 5 4 8 17.2 2 4 2 56 60 3 58.4
2 I0 5 1 0 6 35 19.6 0 88 0 35 63 3 62 5

3 i0 7 4 3 5 45 19.4 1 0 3 96 63 4 62.1

4 9 1 2 6 6 5 18 6 0 93 3 49 62 3 99.5

5 6 8 2 6 5 9 17 2 2 7 4 28 60 4. 94.1

6 I0 3 4 1 4 25 18 9 0 8 3 05 59 8 60.1

7 8 3 4 3 6 3 18 9 1 0 4 58 62 4 60.2

8 7 5 3 8 6 0 18 0 0 92 3 68 59 4 57.4

9 9 9 5 8 5 8 19 6 2 5 4 61 66 9 66.1

i0 9 9 2 9 5 0 18 7 1 0 3 89 60 4 68 0

ii 12 3 3 2 '775 20 5 1 4 4 29 69 2 66 4

12 9 4 2 2 6 0 18 7 1.8 3 92 63 2 61 7

13 7 I 2 3 5 3 17 3 I 2 3 35 59 0 56 1
14 6 9 8 3 6 0 19 8 1 1 6 24 63 9 63 6

15 8 4 4 6 6 8 18 4 i 2 3 95 62 6 59 5

16 9 0 1 6 6 25 17 9 i 5 3 30 60 3 58 6

17 9 6 4 6 4 9 19 3 1 5 4 82 62 9 62 9

18 7 0 2 5 5 55 17 4 0 97 3 38 57 3 55 9

19 I0 9 3 2 4 05 18 1 0 88 3 77 60 1 57 8
20 8 7 3 9 7 4 19 4 2 2 3 49 65 1 64 8

21 8 1 4 5 3 9 18 2 I 8 3 79 60 6 60 2

22 7 8 3 2 6 05 18 6 2 1 3 51 63 3 62 1

23 6 7 3 3 6 3 18 6 1 1 4 45 61 1 59 9
24 7 8 0 9 7 3 19 2 1 6 4 02 63 2 62 8

25 9 1 2 6 5 55 18 0 0 44 3 69 59 0 56 5

26 8 9 2.8 5 6 18 3 i 2 3.95 61 3 59 2

27 6 6 2.7 6 85 18 5 1 2 5.57 61 9 59 8

28 7 3 1.5 8 6 20 5 0 86 3.28 65 3 65 2

average 8.7 3.2 5.95 18.7 1.36 3.83 62.1 60.7

4.3 Probe Design and Fabrication

Based on practical considerations, an experimental traversing probe

system has been designed, developed and fabricated. A description of

the probe's mechanical details are given elsewhere [13]. The probe
design was specific to the test mill. The traversing probe (fig. 17)

consisted of an inconel probe body (about 1.9 in OD, 1.12 in lD and 12

feet long). The inconel body was fabricated with three concentric

inconel tubes providing a passage for the coolant (Dowtherm J [12]),

circulated by a heavy duty pump. The probe body housed a probe head

27





(fig. 18) consisting of two separate optical probes - one to .,jew

straight into the reaction zone and the other viewing backwards. The

optical viewing ports were provided with inert gas purging to minimize

deposits, and the probe head was cooled independently by circulating the

coolant with another small pump. The outer surface of the probe body

was provided with a total of ten heat flux transducers at selected

intervals as shown irl figure 17. The probe was provided with a support

system (fig. 19) to facilitate extraction from the boiler.

4.4 Mill Tests with the Traversing Probe

A sequence of tests were planned to be carried out at the Weyerhaeuser

Mills as documented in Appendix A. These tests required the positioning

of the long traversin£ _robe at one of the selected access ports for

horizontal insertion to various depths. The experimental arrangement for

obtaining emission spectra was in principle the same as the one used in

the previous tests (fig. 2). The three major differences were'

I) there was no collection optics and the fiber optic bundles

collected and transmitted the light incident on their ends,

2) the optical fiber bundle used in this arrangement was

necessarily much longer than the one used in the earlier test

arrangements, and

3) this arrangement had an additional (patch chord) bundle to

interface the optical fiber bundles of the probe head with the

spectrometer _

The general arrangement of the probe on its support system is shown in

figure 20. The probe head and the optical fiber bundles associated with

the probe are shown in figure 21. As the probe was designed for a

maximum depth of penetration of about 8 feet, the penetration depth was

changed at 2 foot intervals. At each probe location spectral scans were

recorded of the emission spectra. The data obtained at each probe

location consisted of the spectral profiles in the 404 nm and 766 run

regions, obtained with both fibers. In addition, these data were

supplemented with the local, heat flux data from the heat flux sensors.

These mill tests were originally planned to investigate the reaction

zones at the first four floor levels, beginning the testing at the

fourth floor level and concluding at the primary air level. Such a

sequence was adopted to increase the survivability of the probe in the

harsh environment especially at the primary air level. However, at the E

time of testing it was discovered that the recovery boiler was operating

at temperatures of approximately 927 °C (1700 °F), substantially lower

than the normal operating temperatures. As a consequence it became

necessary to change the original sequence of the traversing probe tests

and begin with the second floor level and later move to the primary air

level; the tests were prematurely terminated at the primary air level

because of an unplanned mill shut-down.
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In these tests, the spectral records were obtained with the

OMA/spectrometer system while the heat flux data were obtained with a

micro-computer based data acquisition system, specially adapted for this
purpose.

During each test, the probe was subjected to an extremely harsh

enviror_ent; the top of the probe body was covered rapidly with black

liquor and char. Within a brief period the heat flux sensors and the

optical probe ports were found to be completely covered. As a

consequence there was very limited time available for data acquisition;

in between two successive insertions of the probe, an effort to clean-up

the probe was required. As a result, there was some delay in the
spectra], data obtained at various probe locations. The black liquor was

found to be very detrimental to the heat flux sensor leads. Black
liquor would first seep under the sheath containing the sensor lead

wires, expand and raise the sheath away from the probe tube. Once the

sheath is separated from the cool surface of the probe body, the black

liquor readily burns and damages the sheath and the lead wires as shown

in figure 22. Therefore, data from some heat flux sensors could not be
acquired because of this unexpected failure mode.

4.5 Test Results

Although these tests were terminated prematurely because of an unplanned

mill shut-down, some useful data were obtained. These data include both

the emission spectra and the local heat flux in the recovery boiler.

= The initial tests were conducted without the use of the traversing
probe. In these tests the OMA was used to obtain the emission spectra;

i the observed spectra were found to be weak. For example, figure 23

shows the emission spectra at 589 nm corresponding to sodium. In

: contrast to the extremely intense signal levels observed (mostly in

self-absorption) in the other boilers, the emission spectra of sodium

was weak and at times was found to vanish; also, the spectra did not

indicate any dip at the line center. Likewise, the potassium emission

lines at the wavelength of 766.49 nm, as shown in figure 24, were weak
and didn't show any indication of self-absorption. Observation of the

404 nm region showed no signal above background. The only explanation
for these weak signals was that the reaction zone temperature was low.

-- This conclusion was confirmed independently by a thermocouple

measurement which yielded a low temperature of 927 to 954 °C (1700 ° to

_ 1750 °F).

Figure 25 shows the emission spectra of sodium obtained at the first

1 floor level These records although only a few in number clearly

demonstrated the two important features - significant line broadening
_ and the characteristic depression due to self-absorption - commonly

found in all the mill tests. In addition, the emission intensities did

_" fluctuate to some extent, but not as widely as in the previous mill
" tests.

=

- The emission profiles of potassium at 766.49 nm viewing straight into

the reaction zone clearly indicated self-absorption. Figure 26 shows
_ two records of spectra obtained successively with the probe head
___
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positioned to view straight into the boiler before insertion. These

profiles demonstrated that the level of intensity varies widely,

obvious].y indicative of the dynamic nature of reaction zone; in

addition, there is evidence of self-absorption as indicated by the dip

at the line center and the nearly equal amplitudes of each line of the

doublet. These records also indicated that the weak emission intensity

indicating absence of potassium emission lines. In addition, figures 27

to 30 show the composite profiles of emissior_ spectra obtained with tile

probe positioned successively at foul" different penetration depths (24,

48, 64 and 78 inches) for the forward and backward looking fiber optics.

These were obtained over an extended period of time during which

significant changes in combustion conditions occurred as shown by the

variation in profi].e shapes. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be

drawn. For example, the line broadening observed when viewing straight

through the boiler remained about tile same and did not depend, on the

probe penetration depth, as,can be concluded by comparing the

corresponding profiles in figures 27 to 30, However, the extent of

self-absorption appeared to vary to some degree, indicating changes in

the cool layer near the wall.

Tl]e data obtained[ through the 180 degree fiber optics probe looking

_ backwards can be compared with that of the probe looking straight

through in figures 27 to 30, Generally, the emission profiles obtained

with the backward looking probe were relatively weak and showed _less

self-absorption. Obviously, this pattern of spectra suggests the

existence of a temperature profile with a relatively high temperature in

the recovery boiler interior and low near the walls. This agrees with

the previous conclusion made on the ba::,is of the dips noticed at the

line centers iri a number of emission spectra obtained in previous tests

and in the present tests. These conclusions also agree with the data

obtained with the heat flux sensors. Although these data are limited in

extent and primarily qualitative, the trends appear to be consistent,

although they do not yield a quarrtitative measure of the optical depth.

Figure 31 shows a composite plot of local heat flux measured when the

, probe was inserted, successively to three different penetration depths

(24, 52 and 59 inches), into the reaction zone showing that the heat

z flux (and therefore the temperature) increases with distance from the

furmace wall. As the heat flux sensor locations are discrete, these

data eo not necessarily yield any information regarding local hot spots

- or cool layers. However, these data clearly show that the heat flux

. ranges from a high of about 20 W/cre2 (in the interior away from the

furnace wall) to a low of about 8 W/cre2 near the wall; these data

represe,lt the heat flux measured by the sensors covered to some extent

- with black liquor and char. The heat flux measured by the sensors

: located on the probe bottom, where the black liquor deposits were

minimal, was 30% greater than that measured on the probe top.

_
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5. Mathematical Modeling and Laboratory Verification

5.1 The Effect of Optical Depth on Observed Emission Intensity Profiles

The basic requirement for utilizing the line intensity ratio technique,

i.e., use of amplitude ratio only, is that the environment be optically
thin. The data obtained for emission lines of interest (doublets at

404.41 nm and at 766.49 nra) provide an insight into the optical

thickness of the envirorunent. For example, the emission line profiles

obtained at the Union-Camp Mills in Franklin, Va provided data, although

to a limited extent, for emissions of the doublet (404.41/404.7 nm). The

ratio of peak emission intensity at 404.41 run to that at 404.7 nm has
been calculated from the OMA records. This ratio, listed in table 4,

was consistently found to be substantially less than two, contrary to

the theoretical ratio of two for optically thin gas streams. This ratio
was found to be equal to two from the records obtained from premixed gas
flames seeded with a nebulized mist of dilute KOH solution.

" Consequently, the gas stream in the recovery boiler is deduced to be

"not optically thin". Similar data were not obtained at the 766.49 nm

wavelength during these early tests as no spectra were obtained beyond a
wavelength of 600 nra.

Table 4. Ratio of peak intensities (1404.41/1404.7) Measured
in recovery boiler mill tests

Measured Ratio

Record No. (1404.4/I_04.7)

M48 1 14

M52 I 26

M54 1 04

M60 1 37

M62 1 28

M72 1 15

M74 1 17

Likewise the emissiol_ line profile records obtained at the Weyerhaeuser
Mills, New Bern, NC provide limited data for emissions at the

- 766.49/769.9 nm doublet. Again, this ratio was always found to be much

less than two, contrary to the theoretical ratio of two for optically
- thin gas envirormlents. This departure from two as summarized in table

=_ 5, clearly indicates that the gas environment is not thin at this

wavelength either. In addition these OMA records show a dip at the

line centers; this dip is due to self-absorption arising from

-_ _emperature gradients (for example due to a cool layer near the furnace
==

=
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wall) along the optical path. The OMA records obtained at 404.41 nm

indicated that the signal to noise ratio is inadequate for any

quantification; however, qualitatively, this ratio was much smaller than

two and most probably closer to one.

Table 5. Ratio of peak intensities (1766,4g/1769.9)

measured in Weyerhauser recovery boiler at

New Bern, NC

Record No. 1788.49/1789. s

WTIM44 1 19

WTIM46 i 27

WTIM48 1 21

WTIMS0 1 36

WTIM52 1 27

WTIM54 i 28
WTIM56 1 27

WTIM76 1 31
WTIM78 1 29

WTIMS0 i 32

WTIM82 I 50

WT2M82 I II

WT2M84 I 27

WT2M86 i 18

WT2MI04 i 34

WT2MI06 i 28

WT2MI08 i 30

WT3M72 i 55

WT3M76 1 38

WT4MS0 1 47

WT4M52 1 44

WT4M54 i 46

WT4M56 I 43

WT4M58 1 57

WT4MI06 1 42

WT4MI08 1 58

WT4M!I0 I I0

WT4MII2 1:37

Based on these data_ it is concluded that the recovery boiler

environment is "not optically thin" at the two potassium doublet

wavelengths under investigation. In order to confirm this conclusion,

at least qualitatively, two mathematical models have been developed.

The first mathematical model, described next, is based on an integral

approach and does not yield a detailed line shape whereas the second

model, discussed subsequently provides some insight in to the line

shape.
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5. I. 1 Emission Line Intensity from a Radiant Gas Column - Integral

Absorption Approach

The model consists of a column of gas at a uniform temperature with a

uniform concentration of the emitting species. It is assumed that the

number density of particulate matter is small and that the presence of

particulate matter does not effect emission intensity. An analysis of

optical depth due to light extinction from the particulate matter using

Mie theory [14] has been performed; the results from this analysis,

clearly support this assumption only when the particulate loading is
small.

The spectral line radiance is calculated by applying Kirchoff's law for

a thermal radiator [8]. According to Kirchoff's law, the emission

factor _(A)b , defined as the ratio of the spectral radiance B_ (_) to

that of a black body BA (A,T) at the same temperature and the same

wavelength, is equal to the absorption factor _(A). The black body

radiation from the gas column is given by

bcl ,

Bb (I,T) = 2hcZAo-5/[exp(-" AkB T )-i] (3)

where

h is Planck's constant,

c is the speed of light and

kB is Boltzmann constant.1
f

For an arbitrary optical thickness and any wavelength, the radiance is

o given by

B_ (A) = AtB_ b(T) (4)=

where the integral absorption, At, is defined as

-

At(h) = I 6(l)dl = I {l-exp[-ka(1)np£]}di (5)
J ]

=

:_ The integral covers the entire wavelength interval around the center

wavelength, where the absorption factor, ka, differs significantly from-

zero. The integral absorption, At, can be represented as a function of

an optical path length parameter, a, as shown in figure 32. This figure-i,

clearly shows that the integral absorption coefficient, A t

asymptotically approaches the optica].ly thin approximation for small

= optical path length parameter values and the optically thick

_: approximation for large optical path length parameter values.

_

__
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As a consequence, the intensity of thermal emission from a line can be

readily determined if the integral absorption, At , of the line at the

temperature is known. The integral absorption depends on the Einstein

coefficients and on the line broadening processes. The Einstein
coefficients are known and tabulated [9,10] fOr potassium and sodium.

The line broadening processes are rather compl_ex and require precise
calculation from fundamental quantum mechanical, models, In this

investigation, however, approximations are made, following Al kemade [8]

to calculate line widths. .

5.i.2 Line Shape and Optical Depth

The _shape of an individual emission line is modified due to a number of

physical processes in the combustion zone. The pertinent mechanisms
include"

I) Doppler broadening,

° 2) collisional broadening due to foreign gas molecules, and

3) self-broadening or collisional broadening due to like gas
molecules.

In this model, the self broadening processes due to like gas molecules
are not considered.

The Doppler broadening process is well characterized and the Doppler
width can be readily calculated by

u_--' _--o --_o = 7.16 x I0-7 4 T/M (6)

- where T is the gas temperature and M is the atomic weight of the
radiating atom.

=- The collisional broadening processes on the other hand are complex
and involve both like atoms (self-broadening or self-absorption) and

= foreign gas molecules (pressure or Lorentzian broadening); these
° processes become apparently more complex if polar molecules (such as

water) are present. In this analysis, these complexities are neglected.
=

The collisional processes determine the Lorentzian profile; in the

present approximation, the Lorentzian width is related to the Doppler
= width by

_*L a
- "_ (7)

6wD (in 2)il_
_
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where the a-parameter is obtained from experiment. The values of

a-parameters for a few emitter atoms and some collisional partners were

measured and a compilation was made by Alkemade et al [4]. These

measured values, obtained from experiments conducted at flame
temperatures, have been used in these calculations. To obtain values of

a for any temperature, the following relation is used.

a = arTr/T , (8)

where ar is knownn at an experimental temperature of Tr .

The Voigt profile, the spectrum line shape that results from a

superposition of the Lorentz and Doppler broadening processes, can be

calculated [13] and used to obtain emission line shapes. This detailed

calculation will be discussed later in this report. However, as an

approximation, the Doppler and effective widths are calculated using
further simplifications.

Relating the Doppler and Lorentzian widths through the a parameter of eq

(7), the width of the Voigt profile is calculated by

6vv = I/2 6_ L + _I/4 _L 2 + _D 2 (9)

The peak value of the Voigt profile is determined from _

= 1/Av_ (lO)S_,vi_=v 0 ff

where,

AWez f = 6Uv[i.065 + 0.447 (6VL/6Vv) q" 0.058 (6P'L/6I,_v)2 ] . (Ii)

This peak value was shown [8] to be within one percent. As Aue ff is

known, the integrated atomic absorptivity, kaMax can be calculated by

kaMax = 8.83 X 10-13 loz fpq/A_ef f . (12)
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The integrated absorptivity, kma x is calculated from

kma x = k_Max ' np . (13)

The optical depth, L is then readily given by

L = 1/Kma x . (].4)

The radiant emissions from a gas column depend on the optical quality of

the gas. If the gas is optically thin, the light emitted by the entire

column of gas will escape to the outside; if the gas is optically thick,

only a fraction of the emitted light at that particular wavelength will

leave the gas column.

The criterion used to determine the optical quality of the gas is based

on the non-dimensional factor, kmax_. If kmaz_ is much less than one,

the gas is optically thin. If the factor is much greater than one, the
gas column is thick. If this factor is nearly equal to one, the gas

column can not be approximated as either thin or thick.
_

O_pticall_yThin Case

The radiance, B, of the emission line when optically thin is given by

-j

i

B=(hc/4_Ao)(gq/Q) exp [-Eqp/kBT]Aqpnp/ (15)

=

The partition function, Q in these calculations is set equal to the

statistical weight at the lower energy level.

The integral absorption, At, of an optically thin line is approximated
_, as

c

_ At = 8.83 x lO'13AoZfpqnp2 (15)

- Qptically Thick Case
=

When the emission line is optically thick, the integral, absorption is

determined by
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A t = 1.33 x I0 -e Ao _6ALfpq (17)

As a consequence, the radiance of the optically thick line can be

readily determined from eq (4) as follows:

B = A t Bb (T) (4)

For the emission lines which cannot be approximated as either thin or

thick, no closed form expressions for the radiance and integral

absorption are available. In such a situation, a numerical analysis

which accounts for detailed line shapes is needed.

5.2 Calculation of Optical Depth Base on the Integral Absorption Model

A computer program was developed to estimate optical depths and emission

line intensities in recovery boiler environments. The basis for the

calculations have been discussed in the previous section° The input

required for the computer model includes the spectroscopic data for the

emission lines of interest as well as specification of relevant

parameters describing the boiler.

The spectroscopic constants needed for a few of the atomic lines of'

potassium and sodium are resident in the program. However, if the user

needs to calculate emission intensities of any other lines due to either

potassium, sodium or other elements, the relevant spectroscopic data and

the corresponding a-parameter values must be provided by the user

according to the menu directions.

The other variables and parameters include specification of the emission

lines of interest and the concentration of the emitter species, the

reaction zone temperature and the optical path length. This computer

model does not include an equilibrium model for calculating the emitter

species concentrations in the recovery boiler. The program is written

in TURBOPASCAL (v 3.02) [12] and requires about 36 KB of RAM on a PC.

The model requires the input of a number of variables and parameters

including the total optical path length i, the reaction zone temperature

T, the wavelengths of interest and the emitter concentrations. The total

optical path length or recovery boiler width is treated as a variable

because recovery boiler size varies from one mill to another. However,

the actual calculations are made for a range of path lengths from 1 cm

to 2048 cm, covering the maximum representative path length anticipated

from industrial black liquor recovery furnaces. The reaction zone gas

temperature depends on the operating conditions as well as the reaction

zone location; however, as these temperatures are not known, the
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temperature is treated as a parameter, in most of the computations,

these temperatures are set to vary from 900K (1161 °F) to 1600K
(2421 =m).

A

The concentration of the emitter species is not well known. Because of

the absence of any relevant measurements, these concentrations had to be
assumed, and as a first approximation, are set to be equal to those

obtained from equilibrium models such as the A. D. Little model [15] and

the SOLGASMIX model [16]. Thevalidity of these equilibrium models for

the computation of potassium or sodium concentrations in recovery boiler
environments is considered to be somewhat uncertain based on recent work

[17] by the Institute of Paper Chemistry on fume production.
z

5.2.1 Calculation Procedure

The calculation procedure is summarized in the flow chart, shown in

figure 33. Initially, the spectroscopic data and a-parameter values

. corresponding to the wavelengths of interest are loaded into the data
file. Subsequently, the optical path length of the combustion zone and

the reaction zone temperature (boiler temperature) are specified. In

addition, the emitter concentration is either specified or is computed
from one of the equilibrium models mentioned above.

For a given wavelength, the sequence of calculations is as follows'

Step # i'

Computation of the frequency, _ and wave number, _ for the emission line
using the equations,

frequency, _ = I/A (18)

.

and

wave number, v = c/_ (19)

In this step, the computations are also made for the Doppler width using
eq (6).

= Step # 2'

The widths of Lorentzian and Voigt profiles together with an effective

width are calculated using eqs (7) to (iI). The equations used are

approximations [8] with an accuracy claimed to be within one percent.

In addition, the oscillator strength, fpq iS calculated if needed using
-

-
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Figure 33. Computation Procedure (Flow Chart)
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fpq = i[.50 io2Aqp gq/gp (20)

Step # 3 '

The black body radiation is computed using eq (3). In addition, values

for the factors necessary to determine 'the optical quality of the

reaction zone are developed. These factors are then used to determine

whether the gas column is optically thin, thick, or somewhere in

between. In any event, the optical thickness is computed using eqs (12)

to (14) .

Step # 4'

Calculations are made to determine the radiance, B, of the emission llne

and the integral absorption, A_, in the following manner'

For an optically thin gas environment, the radiance B and integral

absorption, At are computed from eqs (.I.5) and (16).

If the gas column is found to be optically thick, the computations of B

and A t are made according to eqs (4) and (17), respectively.

If it is determined that the gas column is neither thick nor thin then

the computations are somewhat involved and simplified approximations are

not available,

5.2.2 Sample Calculations

Three different sets of calculations are made and the resu].ts from these

: calculations are summarized below for various emitter concentrations.

5.2.3 A. D. Little Model_

] The results from the A. D. Little model do not provide potassium atom

- concentrations. In order tc, perform these calculations, it is assumed

: that the ratio of potassium atom concentrations to the sodium

- concentrations in the recovery boiler combustion zone is equal to the_

ratio of these atoms in the black liquor feed. These computations

- further assume that the a-parameters available in the published

literature as compiled by Alkemade [8] are valid.

= The input for these calculations are"
=

- Temperature : 1400K

Mol.e fraction of Na (A. D. Little model) = 1.4 x I0 -4

- Moles of K / Moles of Na in the b].ack ].iquor : 0.0342

= Range of Optical Path I.,ength = i 2048crn
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The results are plotted in figures 34 and 35 to show the integral

absorptivity, At as a function of optical path length. These results
indicate that the potassium douDlet at 766.49 run is thick for the entire

path length while the line at 404.41 run is thin only for short optical

path lengths aT_d thick for long optical paths.

5.2,4 Measured Line Widths

These computations were made to compare and check the results from the

present model with Ariessohn's computations. Ariessohn [18] has
measured the line widths of potassium and these measured line widths are

clearly much larger than the calculated widths.

The input for these calculations is as follows'

Temperature = 1400 K

Potassium atom n_nber density = 2.8 x 1013 cre-3

gz/gl = i_5

Delta Omega for 404,41 line = 73 cm-I
Delta Omega for 766.49 line -- 285 cm-I

These results are sumlnarized in table 6.

Table 6. Comparison of calculated optical depths with
Ariessohn's calculations

Calculated Optical Depth, L (cm)

Wavelength (nm) Ariessohn Present

404.41 650.0 64.7.08

'766.49 23.4 22.53

5.2.5 SOI_ASMIX Model

The SOLGASMIX program was developed and used extensively for black

liquor recovery boiler applications. This model gives equilibrium

compositions for both the gas phase and the condensed phase (smelt bed).

For example, the model [16] gives the equilibrium concentration of

potassium atoms in the gas pha_e as a function of temperature for a

number of black liquor feeds with different sulfidity, chlorine and

potassi_m content. These computations were made with air throughput

corresponding to 70% theoretical air.

=
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A. D. L'L_le Eq_'_l'_briu_rt Model
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Figure 34, IntegralAbsorption for Various Path Lengths

at 1200K (Based on K atom Concentrations
from A. D. Little EquilibriumModel)
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A. D. Little Eq'u, ilibri'u.m Model
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Figure 35. .Integral Absorption for Various Path Lengths at
1600K (Based on K atom Concentrations from A. D.

Little Equilibrium Model)
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One set of results from the equilibrium calculations, made for one of

the black liquors with composition shown in table 7, has been used in

the present calculations.

Table 7. Black liquor composition

Atoms C H O S Na K C1

tools I0 12.5 7 0.36 2.4 0.36 0.36

The potassium concentrations, obtained in the equilibrium computations,

are plotted as a function of temperature as shown in figure 36. For the

purpose of the present calculations, a curve fit for these data has been

generated and used.

As the equilibrium concentrations of potassium are much greater than
those obtained from the A. D. Little model, the potassium 1.ines are

optically thick for almost ali of the path lengths. The computed
optical depths are summarized in table 8.

I

Table 8. Computed optical depths

Optical Depth, L (cm)

T (K) [K] (cm-3) 404.41 nm 766.49 nm

1200 4.2 x 1013 2.33 9.5 x 10.3

1400 1.6 x 1015 5.82 x 10-2 2.4 x 10..4
1600 6.4 x 1015 1.37 x i0-2 5.6 x 10-5

_

=

-' 5.2.6 Model Results

The computer model, which is based on semi-empirical approximations for

_ !ine widths, has yielded estimates for the intensity of emission lines
and optical depths. This model has been used to compute the emission
intensities and optical depths of potassium emission lines for' a few

=

sample conditions. These sample computations have been made using the

: equilibrium potassium concentrations at three selected recovery boiler

temperatures' 1200, 1400, and 1600 K. The results indicate that the

potassium emission lines at the wavelengths of 404.41 nm and 766.49 nm

are optically thick. As the model is based on assumed potassium

concentration levels in the recovery boiler comuu_uL_ ,_=, _^_,_results
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will. be as accurate as the assumed concentration levels. Consequently,

a dependable model for estimating these atom concentrations is needed.

The SOLGASMIX model is anticipated to provide the needed atoin

concentration levels at least as a first approximation for various

recovery boiler conditions. Since the results obtained from the model

suggest that the potassium emission lines are thick, it is essential to

verify both the approach used in the model and the input provided to the

model. As a consequence, an effort to calculate in detail the shape of
emission lines was undertaken.

6. Emission Profile and Optical Depth Models

A model was developed to characterize emission line profiles of
thermometric species as viewed from the side of a combustion zone,

having temperature profiles and species concentrations similar to those
of recovery boilers. The primary assumptions of this model are

: i) the combustion zone is in a state of local thermodynamic
equilibrium, and

2) the concentration of emitting/absorbing species is explicitly
dependent on temperature.

Effects due to. scattering by particulates are not considered, although
-_ this is possible with the addition of algorithms based on the

appropriate scattering theory. Also, the effects of collisional
° broadening due to polar molecules, i.e., water molecules, which may be

significant are not explicitly considered due to lack of data and models
describing these interactions.

The profile of a single spectral line is obtained groin a calculation

: procedure for the Voigt profile given by Armstrong [14]. Since doublet

states of potassium are tile spectral, lines of interest_ a superposition

_= of the Voigt profile was used to develop a wavelength grid, with

associated amplitudes. This is used to cover the wavelength regions of

= interest near 766 and 404 nm. Appropriate selection of Voigt profile

calculation parameters provides a means to include varying degrees of_

_ collisional and Doppler broadening effects on the line shape.
-

6 1 Emission/Absorption Model

The expression for the intensity emitted, Bgen, at wavelength, I, from
i_ an elemental volume of width L containing np emitters is

--m

B_6 n = S_ [hc/4_] (g!/g2) exp[(E2 - E1)/kr] A1_'npL (21)
_

_

_
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where h Planck's constant g.i - statistical weights of the

c - speed of light upper and lower energy
k - Boltzmann constant levels of transition

T - Temperature E i - the upper or lower level
i

Sh - Voigt amplitude at energy

1 A12 - the transition's Einstein
Coefficient

This expression does not account for absorption effects. (In the

terminology used in discussing the integral absorption model, the

emission zone is considered to be optically thin.)

This model is a solution of the radiative heat transfer equation which

involves integration along a path traversing the combustion zone to

obtain the intensity observed or detected at the edge of the boiler. To

obtain predicted profiles from the model the integration was performed

at each wavelength grid point covering the doublet region under

consideration. Non-uniformity in the optical path along which the

integration proceeds results from temperature variations along it. To

account for absorption effects along a non-uniform optical path, each

integration element's width was tested for the level of absorption of

incident radiation. The element's width was adjusted to minimize

absorption effects which are neglected in the intensity source term of

the integral.

Attenuation of the intensity at every wavelength occurs as the numerical

integration of the emission intensity proceeds across the combustion

zone. The radiation intensity transmitted through each integration

element, Biran, , is dependent upon the absorption coefficient, Ka, the

species number density, hp, and the optical path length.

Btran s = Bin exp(-KanpL).

The total intensity leaving a spatial integration element, Bout, is the

sum of the generation and transmission terms,

Bou t = Bgen + Btran s - Bo exp(-KanpL) + Bee n (22)

where Bo is the intensity entering the elemental volume. The value of

the absorption coefficient, Ka_ was computed from the Voigt profile
calculated for each line of the doublet considered. To obtain the

effective absorption coefficient, contributions from each line of the

doublet were included, The method used was to determine the position of

the integration wavelength in terms of the Doppler width as measured

from each line center of the doublet. The absorption coefficient ratio °

for each line was obtained using the Voigt profile calculation, and

multiplied by the absorption coefficient at the line center of the
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corresponding line to obtain each line's contribution to the total

absorption coefficient. The sum of these two is the effective

absorption coefficient value, Ka,used in both the generation and
attenuation terms.

Integration of the radiative heat transfer equation begins at one side

of the combustion zone and proceeds to the opposite side using discreet

elements of variable length. The length of the integration element used

in each step was adjusted so that the absorbed intensity in the element

was maintained below a fixed level (5% absorption), i.e., the optically

thin assumption for each integration element was maintained. This

provided a means to minimize errors in the integration caused by

neglecting absorption of intensity generated within the element

resulting in a width limit of each integration element. Width limits

are maintained below 5 percent absorption in the current element.

Investigation of integration element width selection indicated that the

5 percent absorption limit was conservative. A larger value could have

been used, however, the use of 5 percent was sufficient to maintain

acceptable computation times for all profiles.

Non-Isothermal Temperature Profiles

Selection of the integration element width allows non-isothermal

temperature profiles in the combustion zone to be investigated. Four

temperature profiles were investigated' isothermal, trapezoidal, a

three region isothermal profile, similar to the trapezoidal but having

step boundaries rather than sloped ones, and a trapezoidal profile with

a lower temperature region in the center of the combustion zone. The

isothermal results were used to test the calculation against results

computed from the analytical solution of the radiative heat transfer

equation and good agreement was obtained.
z

For the isothermal temperature profile, easily quantifiable optical

depths for each grid wavelength could be obtained. The results of the

isothermal profile calculations showed that near the center of each line

of the doublets optical depths could decrease to the order of several

centimeters. The magnitude of the optical depth was strongly dependent

on temperature and potassium concentration, hp. At wavelengths ,_omewhat
removed from the line centers, the optical depth increased to th_ boiler

dimension at ali wavelengths. At wavelengths near the line centers

optical depth was also concentration and temperature dependent.
=

The trapezoidal profile combines zones of linearly increasing and

decreasing temperature bounding an isothermal core region.

(Calculations for all temperature profiles used total combustion zone

dimensions of I000 cm to approximate the dimensions of recovery

boilers.) The non-isothermal bounding regions were 30-50 cm wide with

temperatures lower than the central isothermal region. The trapezoidal

profile and the three region isothermal profile were used primarily.

Both cases allowed investigation of the effects of cool layers bounding

= the hotter inner core of the boiler. Initially species concentrations,

f i.e, potassium number density, _, were computed using polynomial fits

to the results of the thermal equilibrium model of Pejyrd and Hupa [17]

as a function of temperature. This was later modified to either include
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a multiplier to reduce np, while maintaining the shape of the

temperature dependence, or to use a fixed value of np for each region of

the temperature profile. Pejyrd and Hupa's np values caused the model
to produce line intensity profiles that approached the black body
radiation limits for all grid wavelengths and at temperatures thought to

be considerably lower than expected for recovery boilers, i.e,, 1125 _

1200 K (1565 - 1700 OF).

6.2 Model Calculation Results

The results of the calculations are spectral line shapes for the two

potassium doublets. To test the capability of the model to reproduce

known optically thin profiles, calculations were made for very low

potassium concentrationswhich resulted in line shapes closely

approximating those expected and observed for optically thin conditions

in laboratory flames. The calcu].ated profiles are shown in figure 37

for both potassium doublets and an isothermal temperature profile. The
ratio of the longer wavelength line to its doublet par'tner is 2 as

predicted by the ratio of statistical weights for each doublet. Use of

potassium concentration, hp, values as given by Pejyrd and Hupa cause
the line shapes of both doublets to change radically due to re-

absorption effects, i.e., at Zenuation of previously emitted photons by

potassium atoms located closer to the observer. The effect of such re-

absorption is to limit the distance over which photons from the interior

of the boiler may be observed from its edge, i.e., a decrease in optical

depth.

This occurs because emission, which is greatest at the doublet line

centers, reaches the blackbody limit there first. Once this happens,

further increase in intensity only occurs at wavelengths away from the

line centers resulting in a change in the emission profile. For these
doublets, having statistical weight ratios of 2, the ratio of amplitudes

of the doubler's transitions begin to decrease toward unity as the lower

amplitude transition increases intensity while the other remains at the

blackbody limit. In the case of isothermal temperature profiles and

higher temperature and/or concentration values, both transitions become

blackbody limited and continued intensity increases occur in the line's

wing regions, further distorting emission profiles.

Emission profiles observed through the cooler hounding layers of non --
isothermal temperature profiles (three region profile with step

boundaries) are additionally modified by strong re-absorption around the

line centers. These effects, illustrated in figure 38, are most

pronounced near the line center. These results, calculated using the

Pejyrd and Hupa equilibrium concentration values computed for the three
temperatures, illustrate the evolution of line shape distortion caused

by re-absorption as temperature and concentration increase. The ratio of

amplitudes for the 404 nm doublet decreases as the temperature increases

from 1125 to 1175 K. At i].75 K the shorter wavelength line has begun to

show reduced intensity near the line center due to re-absorption in the

50 cm. cool layer. Both lines are at the black body emission limit for
that temperature. Similar effects are seen for the 766 nm doublet.

However, the blackbody limit is reached at the lowest temperature with

dips formed at both line centers, As the temperature increases, the
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magnitude of the dip around the line center is increased due to
intensity increase in the wings of each line.

i

Similar emission profiles result from calculations in which the
temperature values for the core and cool layer regions are held constant

while tsp values are varied, or for fixed np values with variation in
temperature, illustrating the interdependence of temperature and

concentration. Figures 39 and 40 illustrate such a situation, Emission

intensities are less for the lower core region concentration levels used

in computing the profiles in figure 39. Each line of t'he 766 doublets

are narrower, and the amplitude ratio of the 404 nm doublet are closer

to 2 than in the higher concentration case of figure 40. Figure 41 also

illustrates the similarity in profile characteristics obtained for fixed

temperatures of the core and cooler bounding layers.

Models such as the one discussed here are dependent upon correct

estimates of np to realistically predict emission ].ine shapes in a
J st-rongly absorbing medium. Comparison between recovery boiler emissions

and the results of this model show that the calculated line shape of the

potassium doublets can be made to closely resemble those observed. This

is accomplished by decreasing the np values, relative to Pejyrd and
Hupa, and temperatures as free parameters until the calculated line

shapes resemble those of the observations. For temperatures ranging

: from 1125 to 1300 K, use of np values in the range of one to two orders
of magnitude below those predicted by Pejyrd and Hupa resulted in
emission profiles of similar shape to those observed in recovery

boilers. Further decrease in np values would produce similar profiles
for the temperatures normally thought to occur in the recovery boiler.

6.3 Optically Thick Gas - Analytical Expressions

A similar approach, which is valid for both optically thin and thick

_ environments depends on the relationship of Einstein coefficients for

- emission and absorption. The Einstein coefficient, Aqp for emission at
energy level, q, is related to the Einstein coefficient for absorption,

_ Bqp by the following relation'

-- Aqp/Bqp = 8_ hvo3/c 3 (23)
--

z

- The absorption coefficients Bqp and Bpq are related by the statistical
weights of the two levels.

=
_

Bqp/Bpq = gp/gq (24)

The oscillator strength is given by

-
_

f_q (hmeuo/_e 2)Bpq (25)

-_,
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The absorption coefficient, K(v) is determined from

C 2

K(u) = BpqSvhvonp/c = (___) (gs/gp) n_ S_ Aqp (26)

where S_, is the function that describes the line shape, i.e., the Voigt
profile function for this calculation.

The line shape as a function of wavelength is obtained from

S_ = S_(Ao2/C). (27) !_

The absorption coefficient, K(u,) is then given by

= [c °2 (28)
t8_ Vo2") (gq/gP) SlllpAqp'

The atomic absorption coefficient, k. for a resonance line is given by

=

: '8_ vo 2" (gl/go) Sa AI0" (29)

" The intensity of emission of a resonance line, with line center at Ao,

at a wavelength of A is given by

Bl = dB x = Al0 he Sl n l(x)dx exp [_rx ka()_)no(X/)dx / ]
4_,Ao o--_ o

_ 4_'Ao ' k(A) o no(x) ax / (30)

whe r e
_- du

u = exp [_rx ka (A)n ° (x / )dx / ]; .... = k. (A)n o (x / ) (31)
__ o dx
=

Substitution of eq (29) into eq (30) yields

= .--__- exp [-u) du (32)

_- ' 4_'Ao " ' k a(A) "_ oq

2h c2 he
= _(A) exp [- ]=

__ Ao5 Aok_ T

=
_

=_
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where

¢_(A) -= 1 - exp [- ka()_)no(x/) dx/ ] (33)

o

6.4 Laboratory Tests

Laboratory tests were performed to confirm the model results, especially

to show 11.,atthe ratio of the two peak intensities of a potassium (or

sodium) doublet is equal to 2 the ratio of statistical weight, gl/go
i.e., when optically thin, less than 2 when one of the lines is

optically thick, and nearly equal to one when the gas is optically
thick. When both lines are optically thick, the peak emission intensity

ratio corresponds to that of a black body at the temperature of the gas
stream.

The apparatus used in these tests consisted of a 3 inch diameter

premixed methane/air burner equipped with a neLulized mist injector; the

experimental arrangement used was essentially the same as the one used

in the earlier labo_a_::ory tests (fig. 2).

Initially, several KOH solutions of different concentrations were

prepared by diluting a saturated KOH solution with varying amounts of
distilled water. In the first series of experiments, the potassium

emission spectra at 404.41 nm and 766.49 nm were obtained from a fuel-

rich flame injeated with only dilute KOH solutions. The peak intensity

ratios (ll/Iz) of either of the potassium doublets were found to be

equal to 2 as expected for emissions from optically thin gases. The peak

intensity ratio of each of the potassium doublets remained equal to two

even when the flame was injected with saturated solutions of KOH,

provided the effective path length was kept to a minimum. Figure 42
shows the emission spectra of potassium doublet at 766.49/769.9 nm,

obtained in both fuel-rich, and fuel-lean flames at about the same

adiabatic flame temperatures; as can be seen the peak intensity ratios

are nearly equal (1.9 and 1.96 respectively); at these conditions, the

peak value at the wavelength of 766.49 appears to be saturated,

especially in the fuel-rich flame. However, when the KOH spray was
increased to increase the effective path length, the ratio was found to

decrease as shown in figure 43. This decrease varied depending on the

quantity of potassium in the flame and approached values as low as 1.2.

In addition to these tests with KOH solutions, a sequence of tests with

sodJum hydroxide solution were conducted. Dilute NaOH solutions
injected into premixed flames yiel.ded the peak intensity ratio of two

(fig. 50) for the sodium doublet at 589 rim. However, when a saturated
NaOH solution was injected at an it,creased flow rate, this peak
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intensity ratio was found to decrease to a value much lower than two but

still greater than one, as expected.

Based on these limited dat a it was, concluded that it is feasible to

demonstrate that the emissi_;_ _,n_!_,nsit:yof an optically thick line is

equal to the emission intensi_/y f/toma black body at the gas

temperature. Such an effort, whi_h would requlre further modiflcations
to the burner and nebulizer,' wa,_.__o£ undertaken because of limitations
in time.

Theoretical considerations suggest that an appropriate increase in

optical path length causes an optically thin gas stream to become an

optically thick one. To illustrate this, a simple approach was

developed and tested. A ceramic rod, about 3 mm (I/8 inch) diameter was

dipped into a saturated KOH solution so as to cover the rod up to a

length of 6 inches_ The rod was then removed to dry and obtain a KOH

coating. This rod was inserted horizontally, just I/8th inch above the
burner plate, into a fuel rich flame. Once the rod was inserted into

the flame, it generates a vertical sheath of yellow flame. The light

emitted by this sheath was observed through collection optics located

about an inch above the ceramic rod. The light gathered was transmitted
into the spectrometer to obtain emission spectra. These spectra were

obtained when looking normal to the flame sheath, which is about 0 5 cm

thick, the peak intensity ratio was found to be very closely equal to

two. On the other hand, when looking along the 6.5 cm long sheath, the

peak ratio decreased to 1.14. These results clearly demonstrate that if

the peak ratio were measured to be less than two, the combustion zone is

optically thick. Similar results were obtained when the sodium doublet

at 589.0 nm was investigated.
z

. These results clearly demonstrate that the emission lines observed in

: the recovery boilers investigated thus far -- Na doublet at 589 nm and
:_ potassium doublets at 404.41/404.7 nm and 766.49/769.9 run --- are

optically thick.

=

7. Summary and ConcIusions

: The investigations reported here from the mill .tests have yiel.ded the

following results" I'

I. Molecular flame spectra (OH,CH,C2) have not been observed in
recovery boilers.

2. In addition to the sodium spectral line at 589 nm, observed

largely in self-absorption, strong emission from the potassium
at 766/769 rum was observed in ali boiler tests In addition, a

_i much weaker potassium doublet at 404 nm was observed at

sufficiently high temperatures--

=

___
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3. The observed line shapes show that the 766/769 nm doublet was

always optically thick, i.e,, re-absorption or self-absorption

effects distort the line shape. The limited data on the 404 nm

doublet is also indicate probable self-absorption effects.

Since the simplest form of line intensity ratio technique is primarily

useful for measuring temperatures from observation of optically thin
lines, i.e_, negligible re-absorption, this approach doe not appear

promising for combustion temperature measurement in recovery boilers.

A computer-based model was written allowing correlation of spectral line

profiles and intensities with boiler gas temperatures and concentrations

of thermometric species (np). This model was applied to the potassium
lines. The results of the model calculations demonstrate a high degree

of sensitivity to thermometric species concentration, np, values. The
integrated absorption and intensity models discussed here are dependent

upon correct estimates of np to realistically predict emission line
shapes and optical depths in the strongly absorbing medium found in

recovery boilers. Comparison between recovery boiler emissions and the

results of the intensity model show that with reliable concentration

data, the calculated line shape of the potassium doublets can be made to

closely resemble those observed in the boiler. This can be accomplished

by adjusting the np values and temperatures as free parameters until the
calculated line shapes resemble those observed.

For temperatures ranging from 1125 to 1300 K, values of np in the range
of one to two orders of magnitude below the values predicted by Pejyrd
and Hupa were necessary to obtain generally expected line shops. Higher

temperatures require a corresponding decrease in np to obtain similar
line shapes, lt would appear from the results of the intensity model
studies that concentrations published by Pejyrd and Hupa do not

correspond well with conditions iN the recovery boilers in which

observations were made. This may be the result of large disparities

between the black liquor compositions actually used and that on which
the equilibrium model is based.

Generally the results of the intensity model for isothermal cases

indicate that optical depths near the line centers of both potassium
doublets are a small fraction of the size of the boiler. This is in

agreement with the integral absorption model results and the results

from laboratory-burner experiments performed after boiler experiments.
Inference of temperature from observations of the potassium doublets at

404 and 766 nm appears to be quite complex, requiring detailed

information of the shape of each doublet. Essential to such an approach
is realistic prediction of potassium concentration in the boiler which

would require a realistic equilibrium model and, perhaps, on-line

sampling of the black liquor feed stream for potassium concentration in

boiler fuel. This suggests, that with correct values for the potassium

concentration, that combustion temperature measurements are possible

when combined wi_:h this type of intensity model and could be the basis

for a valid gas temperature measurement for the recovery boiler.
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